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Covid is universal, touching everyone in
some way, shape, or form. As society
moves and shifts at an ever increasing
pace, and people have to continually
adjust to new challenges and contexts, it
has never been more vital for brands to
truly understand and authentically
empathise with their audiences.

WHY UNDERSTANDING
YOUR CUSTOMERS NOW 
HAS NEVER BEEN MORE
IMPORTANT



ACTIONABLE MINDSET SEGMENTATION
TARGETABLE AUDIENCES THAT GO BEYOND DEMOGRAPHICS

We believe that standard demographic segments rarely reflect the differences and
diversity in consumer needs, attitudes, motivations, and barriers. The human behind
the consumer is important, and patterns of behaviour cannot be predicted by
demographic alone. 

As a result, we have created Actionable Mindset Segmentation, which uses a unique
combination of emotional and cultural data, available customer data, and
demographic and geographic information, to produce richly detailed, inspiring, and
actionable segmentation that focuses on the shared mindsets of consumers.

Our Qualitative Insight at Quantitative Scale methodology reveals who audiences
are as emotional humans, and the overlaying of demographic and transactional data
creates executable markers for targeting that can be applied across CRM and
media – contributing to more effective and empathetic communication.



HOW WE DO SEGMENTATION

Conversational analysis overlays,
powered by our unique Qualitative
Insights at Quantitative Scale service
Motivations, barriers, mindsets, lifestyles,
attitudes, trends, language etc

Attitudes & Behaviours:

No licence fees or
long-term
commitments 
We can work with or
without customer data
Postcode level outputs
for ultimate ease of
use for targeting &
activation purposes

Simplicity:

Transactional
Geographic
Demographic

Traditional Segmentations:

Access to hundreds of up-to-date data
variables in our custom-built database
Overlaid with innovative and bespoke
sources e.g. voting patterns, house-
prices, broadband speed and crime
statistics etc

Unique Datasets:



GLOBAL SCALABILITY

 

Our multi-lingual team of data scientists,
researchers and human insight strategists
delve into local mindsets, to segment and drive
growth for brands on a global scale. This native
knowledge of both the language and the
culture allows us to understand the nuances of
each market, and the individuality of
consumers within that. 

We have segmented and market-sized priority
consumer segments for clients such as Jo
Malone London, Pret a Manger, Della Vite,
Bupa, Uswitch and Rebuy across the UK, USA,
Germany, The Netherlands, France, Italy and
Asia, to name just a few.
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CONTEXT

Understanding the
context of society,

your relevant consumers
and industry

CUSTOMER DATA
EXPLORATION

If you have customer data, we will
interrogate and leverage this. 

Alternatively, we will unearth key
audience indicators from our

consumer conversational analysis

SEGMENT 
IN-DEPTH INSIGHTS

Comprehensive detail will be
provided on each of your audience

segments. Alongside a strategic
summary per segment for ease

CONVERSATIONAL
ANALYSIS

What consumers are
actually saying

about your brand, the
competition, and your

market

SEGMENT 
OVERVIEW

We will introduce your audience
segments, and demonstrate how
they align with the penetration of

your customer base and that of
your chosen country 

e.g. UK or USA etc

OUR SEGMENTATION JOURNEY
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STRATEGIC 
OPPS & RECS

We will identify and prioritise
your segment opportunities for

maximum gain. And provide
strategic considerations on

how best to activate the
insights, aligned to your

business challenges



ACTIVATING THE INSIGHTS

CRM

Acquisition strategy

Retention strategy

Targeting

Customer
strategy

Proposition

Tone

Messaging

Creative
strategy

Channel strategy

Budget optimisation

Content creation

Community management

Media
strategy

Platform strategy

Website design &

optimisation

Digital 
strategy

Product strategy

Budget allocation

Commercial
strategy



WORKING WITH THE BEST



RECOMMENDED BY THE BEST

We’ve loved working with the Human Theory team – and found the
consumer audience insights to be fascinating and head and shoulders
above anything else we’ve experienced.

The layering of different data points into a single segmentation gave
us a much greater understanding of the nuances across different
markets, and how best to connect with the fans in those markets.
That greater understanding had a huge impact on our CRM sales.

Clara Latham, GM, Della Vite

Karim Virani, Chief Commercial Officer, West Ham Utd



hello@humantheory.co.uk

Or book a no-obligation, 15-minute
consultation call with us today to see
how we could help you

About how we could help you to
understand your customers much
deeper and in a more meaningful way

LET'S CHAT



THANK YOUSpecialists in 
modern 
human insight


